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INTRODUCTION

Based on GDP, Colombia has the fourth largest economy in South 
America. Although it represents only around 0.4% of global 
emissions, its climate goals are among the most ambitious in the 
region. Colombia’s updated NDC jumps from 20% to 50% reduction 
of emission by 2030, with efforts to reach net-zero deforestation by 
the same year and climate neutrality by 2050.

Furthermore, the 2020 NDC recognizes the 
importance of nature-based solutions (NBS), 
in line with a broad consideration of climate, 
forests and water1.

Forestry-related targets are especially 
important because Colombia has the 
second-greatest biodiversity in the world – its 
Amazon alone comprises more than 40% of 
the territory2. Unfortunately, in recent years, 
deforestation has been growing. After the 
peace process was concluded, forest areas 
formerly controlled by the guerrillas were 
replaced by devastating activities, which 
resulted in a broad deforestation strategy3. 
Now, studies are showing that up to 33% of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is related to 
deforestation4.

Colombia’s updated 
NDC jumps from 

20% to

40%
reduction of 
emission by 2030, 
with efforts to 
reach net-zero 
deforestation by 
the same year and 
climate neutrality 
by 2050. 

Another great challenge of this upper 
middle-income country is reducing the 
importance of the carbon intensive sectors 
relative to the size of the economy. Among 
the 1,000 largest companies by revenue in 
Colombia, 26.3% of the revenue comes from 141 
companies from the oil, gas and coal industry. 
By 2020 the Colombian stock exchange had a 
total market capitalization of US$86.65 billion, 
with 45% of market share coming from listed 
equity of oil and gas companies5.
 
Just to mitigate the effects of climate change 
alone, it is estimated that the country must 
increase its investment by COP 2.3 trillion 
per year to, at least, COP 3.1 trillion. In this 
scenario, the private sector would have to 
contribute more than 60% of the total6.

1. Government of Colombia. Colombia’s Updated Nationally Determined Contribution. 
2. Government of Colombia. Colombia, second-greatest biodiversity in the world. 
3. Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). OECD Economic Surveys: Colombia.
4. Government of Colombia. Colombia presents its Update Report on Climate Change. 
5. ODI & Transforma. Consistency case study: actions supporting Article 2.1c of the Paris Agreement in Colombia.     
6. La República. Investment to mitigate climate change must rise to $ 3.1 trillion annually.

https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/ndcstaging/PublishedDocuments/Colombia First/NDC actualizada de Colombia.pdf
https://www.colombia.co/en/colombia-country/environment/environment-environment/colombia-second-greatest-biodiversity-in-the-world/?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=f7e4b157d623d074f83b28aa1dbe0f7c1c6b0a5d-1624469484-0-Aa6f7XK6gOaW_lKZZVSmxwyyP_2dYqBHBqEzbknb0MF0-uoPcMGcwXtZG86Yyzgy2NQY6k7Jf9f_wmmNhQMvCOZA6qphdkiJLslyIDH4_OdfTT81Dxl5tF_CkxLKj3C6xOlvRWJQ6wsYSWoOHlDWcW-ztf7jAlh7x2O9_mbEq4e2a7UJgY5WKyftbYJtXbS8xDbhtlleeq7uNZ7r_s97qVQmzSDr-BVF0fak1hh66nFyYyZw3mHPj_4uBrujTUfNo0L0WRIFYgl1kHDW_VfaoOG9Dd6OJnsobF6ZEqgn6vhanxS6iCr_jajChaiUzTv8DOb3WmhRcb5xXL1iI1BwmjeGDl8-DkDvRwZEzpq7qQp4LORxJtSq7kFvtosLf86W4HbNeICm3L10Njtno_cN2_1wztVZkLWqJciMaypG_zV81-jlGJm3yGmuz7TyHNqrGZmUSf4OpLvOYN-SmSAD7RNIS_iEl0Ic-Q8g-GlAqNHe95i-yxsse6rr0Hl4fo3brn2rQKLN6XWbwfrFakB4oIFM_pG3J2ge3-0K1oABqYSD
https://www.oecd.org/economy/surveys/Colombia-2019-OECD-economic-survey-overview.pdf
http://www.pronosticosyalertas.gov.co/web/sala-de-prensa/noticias/-/asset_publisher/LdWW0ECY1uxz/content/colombia-le-presenta-al-mundo-su-reporte-de-actualizacion-en-cambio-climatico-ante-la-convencion-de-naciones-unidas
https://www.climateworks.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/iGST_21c_Case_Study_Colombia.pdf
https://www.larepublica.co/economia/la-inversion-para-mitigar-el-cambio-climatico-debe-subir-a-31-billones-anuales-2574816
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KEY SUSTAINABLE FINANCE POLICY ACTORS

Actor Responsibilities and actions taken  

REGULATORS

NATIONAL PLANNING DEPARTMENT OF 
COLOMBIA (DNP)

The DNP is developing methodologies to track private finance for sustainability. Along 
with other policymakers and regulators, it is working to protect natural resources by 
creating guidelines and policies for the sustainable use of natural resources7.  

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT (MADS)

An inter-ministerial initiative by the SFC, the DNP, the MHCP, and this Ministry is 
discussing the criteria and eligibility for the country’s green taxonomy. In September 2021, 
a public consultation with a preliminary version was announced, with relative alignment to 
international taxonomies (eg. EU).

MINISTRY OF FINANCE AND PUBLIC CREDIT 
(MHCP)

The MHCP is working with the SFC and the Central Bank to stimulate financial actors to 
adopt risk management considering environmental risks8. 

FINANCIAL SUPERINTENDENCE OF COLOMBIA 
(SFC)

SFC oversees financial regulation and supervises market systems. It joined the NGFS in 
2019. SFC published a voluntary best practices guide on the issuance of green bonds in 
line with the International Capital Markets Association (ICMA), which enabled the financial 
sector to lead the issuance of thematic bonds9. It also published a guide regarding ESG 
reporting information by private companies, highlighting how the financial sector must 
adapt its disclosure to future requirements10. 

Central Bank of Colombia 
(Banco de la República)

The Bank joined the NGFS in 2019. It is working on an analytical framework to 
evaluate climate risks and incorporate them into macroeconomic scenario analysis11. 

VOLUNTARY INITIATIVES

TASK FORCE ON RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT

This multi-stakeholder forum aims to promote a responsible and sustainable 
investment agenda in the country through the exchange of experiences, collaboration, 
and production of knowledge. Their members signed a declaration in favor of 
responsible investment in the country.

7. National Planning Department of Colombia (DNP) et al. Methodological guide to classify and measure financing associated with mitigation and adaptation actions to climate change in Colombia.
8. Colombia's Climate Change and Assets Disclosure Initiative (CCADI). Informe de Política nº 1. 
9. Colombia's Climate Change and Assets Disclosure Initiative (CCADI). Informe de Política nº 1. 
10. Financial Superintendence of Colombia (SFC). Disclosure of sustainability information or ESG in Colombia
11. RAMIREZ et al. Finanzas sostenibles: cambio climático y estabilidade financiera. 

http://mrv.dnp.gov.co/Publicaciones/Documents/GU%C3%8DA METODOL%C3%93GICA PARA CLASIFICAR Y MEDIR EL FINANCIAMIENTO ASOCIADO CON ACCIONES DE MITIGACI%C3%93N Y ADAPTACI%C3%93N.pdf
https://ccadi.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/CCADI_Primer_Informe_de_politica.pdf
https://ccadi.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/CCADI_Primer_Informe_de_politica.pdf
https://ccadi.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/CCADI_Primer_Informe_de_politica.pdf
https://repositorio.banrep.gov.co/bitstream/handle/20.500.12134/9848/recuadro4-reporte-estabilidad-financiera-primer-semestre-2020.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
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KEY SUSTAINABLE FINANCE POLICIES 
AND REGULATIONS

Actor Policy/Regulation Supervisory/
Implementation Positioning on Sustainable Finance Year of 

Implementation Addresses Climate Change?
Addresses the 

Safeguarding of 
Water Resources?

Addresses the 
Protection of Forests?

1 Código País SFC This corporate governance framework resulted in a comply-or-explain policy. It mentions best 
practices on non-financial disclosure without further detailing on ESG. 2007 - -

2 OECD Declaration on Green Growth Executive level OECD countries commit to green growth and green investments. 2012 - - -

3 National Development Plan 2018-2022 ('Pact 
for Colombia, Pact for Equity') DNP, Multisector Besides other objectives, the National Development Plan promotes green businesses and financial 

systems and the use of alternative energy sources. 2018-2022
These must define 
sectoral GEE reduction 
targets

X X

4 National Climate Finance Strategy DNP, Multisector This set strategies to engage the financial sector and provides for a broad analysis of climate 
finance in its subsectors. 2018 X X X

5 National Green Business Plan (NGBP)
(2018-2030) MDAS, multisector The NGBP also focusses on natural capital, comprehending the private sector as a whole and 

setting targets for 2030. It’s innovative in its intersectoral approach.
2018-2030 X X X

6 Law no 1819
Multisector/DIAN 
(Dirección de 
Impuestos y Aduanas 

Tax deductions for renewables and carbon tax. 2016 X - -

7 Law no 1931 Multisector/DIAN Guidelines for the management of the environment in the decisions of all private persons. 2018

Climate change must 
be taken into account 
in the different sectoral 
and territorial planning 
mechanisms, with 
budget and financial 
planning.

- -

8 Law no 1943 Multisector/DIAN This law has a clause favoring private entities undertaking adaptation efforts and projects on 
water and forests. 2018 X X X

9 External Regulatory Circulars 007 and 008 SFC

The SFC considered pension funds and insurance companies had preparedness for the drafts of 
007 and 008, which consider the mandatory nature of ESG and climate risks and include these 
factors in risk management and investment decisions. The process is being held with an eye on 
TCFD recommendations and best international practices. 

2021

The four pillars 
roadmap includes:

{ Green Taxonomy;
{ Transparency; 
{ Adoption of ESG 

criteria; 
{  Capacity building. 

- -

Colombia has various economic and tax-related incentives for companies. Incentives for forest conservation, for example, include the Forestry Incentive Certificate (CIF) (economic) and the Property Tax Exemption for Conservation (tax-related).

Nb: This is not an exhaustive list of actors but key regulatory and policy initiatives in Colombia

Public-private initiatives are helping to drive more funds into green investments. One example is the Colombian Climate Finance Committee 
(SISCLIMA), an advisory body mobilizing resources for adaptation and mitigation to climate changex.
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Way forward

Colombia was among the first countries in Latin America to establish policies such as 
environmental administration along watershed boundaries, to define pollution taxes (e.g. 
carbon tax) and regulate polluters' activitiesx. The country also stands out for its policies 
to green innovation, which contributed to turning Bogotá into one of the few capitals in the 
subcontinent with the potential of becoming a climate smart cityx.

However, surveys conducted by the SFC in 2018 and 2019 showed 
that financial regulators were not integrating environmental risks 
well12.
 
Policy must push financial institutions to action but environmental 
best practices, risk management and disclosure are sparse in 
generalist regulations. Some concrete requirements for the sector 
include mentioning the positive environmental impacts of projects 
and reporting on ESG in annual reports13. This is why Colombia 
launched its comprehensive roadmap to greening the financial 
system, which is being updated in 202114.
 
For financial actors to move towards green finance, Colombia must 
simplify its legal framework, as well as diminish the sluggishness 

of processes like environmental licenses. Corporate structure and 
governance are still a factor of concern for the sector. Furthermore, 
structural issues like low market capitalization compromise the 
attractiveness of green investments. 

Financial actors mention the government should lead market 
signals and sponsor green finance. This is especially important 
considering there is a lack of awareness of its financial performance 
and a short-term mindset in the sector. In Colombia, the financial 
market responds to signals from the real sector, in which the 
government can play an active role. There is a need to develop a 
robust green investments pipeline in the country and demonstrate 
competitiveness and profitability of green products and projects, 
reaching scale comparable to traditional projects15.

ANALYSIS (INCLUDING GOVERNANCE 
CHALLENGES)

12. Financial Superintendence of Colombia (SFC). Disclosure of sustainability information or ESG in Colombia
13. Inter-American Development Bank (BID). Sistemas financieros y riesgo climático en América Latina.
14. Inter-American Development Bank (BID). Sistemas financieros y riesgo climático en América Latina.  
15. International Finance Corporation (IFC). Aligning Colombia’s Financial System with Sustainable Development.
16. Financial Superintendence of Colombia (SFC). Disclosure of sustainability information or ESG in Colombia

{ Building awareness of climate change frameworks like TCFD 
to improve reporting. 
Recent research with listed companies in the Colombian Stock 
Exchange showed that climate scenario analysis was not widely 
considered, and there was no evidence that institutions were 
willing to align to international frameworks like the TCFD16. 
Therefore, awareness on best international practices is needed 
in Colombia, and is likely to clarify the best international 
practices available.

{ Make the case for transparency as a means of solving 
data disparity. 
Promoting transparency in the Colombian financial sector is 
a priority. The SFC surveys demonstrated how technical gaps 
like lack of transparency were correlated to challenges such 
as lack of data comparability and standardization, as well as 
preparedness for materiality analysis and definition of metrics. 
Because transparency requirements are not ambitious enough, 
approaches adopted by institutions highly differ from each other.

Less than 

10% 
of financial institutions in Colombia adopt 
the TCFD recommendations16

https://www.cerlatam.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/ESG_en_Colombia_1613703634.pdf
https://publications.iadb.org/publications/spanish/document/Sistemas_financieros_y_riesgo_clim%C3%A1tico_Mapeo_de_pr%C3%A1cticas_regulatorias_de_supervisi%C3%B3n_y_de_industria_en_Am%C3%A9rica_Latina_y_el_Caribe_y_las_mejores_pr%C3%A1cticas_internacionales_aplicables.pdf
https://publications.iadb.org/publications/spanish/document/Sistemas_financieros_y_riesgo_clim%C3%A1tico_Mapeo_de_pr%C3%A1cticas_regulatorias_de_supervisi%C3%B3n_y_de_industria_en_Am%C3%A9rica_Latina_y_el_Caribe_y_las_mejores_pr%C3%A1cticas_internacionales_aplicables.pdf
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/b1e27fe7-c53b-44ef-8c89-5ea51cd7d92a/Aligning+Colombia%27s+Financial+System+with+Sustainable+Development+-+IFC-+++.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=l4hMq3H
https://www.cerlatam.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/ESG_en_Colombia_1613703634.pdf
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17. TaskForce on Nature-related Financial Disclosure (TNFD). Financial institutions and private firms.
18. Inter-American Development Bank (IADB). Public finances and the Covid-19 crisis in the Andean countries
19. International Finance Corporation (IFC). Aligning Colombia’s Financial System with Sustainable Development
20. Financial Superintendence of Colombia (SFC). Green taxonomy for the environmental goal of climate change.

{ Promote capacity building for all sustainable finance 
stakeholders. 
Besides financial sector companies, the Colombian regulator is 
just starting the supervising process after the first regulation was 
published in 2021. This means that the team in charge of assessing 
if the pension funds and insurance companies are implementing 
climate-related risks into their investment processes will need 
strong capacities in current risk management methodologies, 
metrics and targets. Therefore, capacity building to each subsector 
is the key to address different levels of advancement. 

{ Integrate natural capital in Colombia’s Green Finance Roadmap. 
Although Colombia’s NDC takes a step forward in considering 
NbS, there is a long road to equally incorporate climate, forests 
and water in finance. There is one Colombian bank in the TNFD’s 
informal group17, but similarly to other Latin American countries, 
there is not yet a broad discussion on nature-related financial 
disclosure. Considering natural capital at an early stage of 
the Roadmap is going to allow harmonization with emergent 
international frameworks, positioning Colombia as a key player 
developing country in sustainable finance.

{ Engaging key sectors to strengthen transition to  
alow carbon economy. 
Many of the national policies around climate finance in Colombia 
focus on the mobilization of private capital to adaptation and 
mitigation solutions. However, it lacks a perspective on how to 
help the financial sector transition to a low carbon economy. A 
process that is not only focused on the opportunities but also on 

risk assessment and divestment from carbon intensive companies 
is needed. 

{ Strengthen and diversify green incentives. Similar to India, 
Colombia’s green finance instruments have a strong focus 
on fiscal incentives.  
However, in the context of the post-Covid recovery, developing 
countries are seeing an increase in their public debts18. 
Colombia needs not only to diversify and enhance market-base 
instruments at pace but also to set strategies for private 
participation. Credit, for example, plays an important role in Latin 
American countries, especially in financing zero-deforestation 
economic activities, but only 5% of the portfolios of Colombian 
banks are ‘green’19. 

{ Maximize its leading position in Latin American to 
adopt a taxonomy.  
Colombia’s climate commitments comprehend a specific target 
for taxonomy. By 2030, the country must have developed and 
implemented its own green taxonomy. However, there is room for 
defining the principles, methodologies and governance before raising 
the bar of ambition. The country has a well-established system 
of MRV and is improving monitoring; bonds are issued aligned to 
principles like those from the International Capital Market Association 
(ICMA); alignment with international taxonomies is being considered; 
and a pilot of a green taxonomy is going to take place in 202120. 
Therefore, this pilot will give the final word in the definite adoption of a 
taxonomy. Taking too long to do so can leave the market isolated, as 
other jurisdictions are well-advanced in the agenda.

78% 
of banks reported the lack of common 
agreement on taxonomy as the main barrier 
to green opportunities20

https://tnfd.info/finance-sector-and-corporates/
https://publications.iadb.org/publications/spanish/document/Las-finanzas-publicas-y-la-crisis-por-COVID-19-en-los-paises-andinos.pdf
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/b1e27fe7-c53b-44ef-8c89-5ea51cd7d92a/Aligning+Colombia%27s+Financial+System+with+Sustainable+Development+-+IFC-+++.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=l4hMq3H
http://www.labinovacaofinanceira.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Taxonom%C3%ADa-verde-para-el-objetivo-ambiental-de-cambio-clim%C3%A1tico-Mariana-Escobar-Uribe-.pdf
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